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Abstract; An alternative proof of a recent result of S. Mercourakis on 
Banach spaces which are K-analytic or countably determined in the weak topo-
logy is given. 
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1. Introduction. In this note we give an alternative proof of a very 
interesting recent result of S. Mercourakis TMlJ, [M2] on Banach spaces which 
are K-analytic or countably determined in the weak topology. Essentially, this 
proof is closely related to the original line of reasonings of S. Mercourakis, 
employing the "long sequence of projections" method introduced by Amir and 
Lindenstrauss 1..A-L3. However, while Mercourakis refined in an ingenious way 
the technique of Gul'ko tGl'] in his proof, we apply directly some results of 
Gul'ko tGll and Vasak [V]. We hope that this approach simplifies the proof; 
in a natural way, it yields also a proposition (Proposition 3.2) which seems 
slightly more general than the theorem of Mercourakis (Theorem 3.1). 
2. Notation and terminology. We shall explain here only the terminology 
needed to follow the proof of Proposition 3.2; for other notions, we refer 
the reader to Negrepontis I N ] , Mercourakis [M2] or Talagrand tT]. 
2.1. Let R denote the real line, the cardinality of a set A is denoted 
by |A| and we write f fA for the restriction of a function f:X ^-*R to an 
ACX. 
If Fc X xY, for each x 6X we let 
FVr*(-ix}xY), 
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i.e. Fx is the vertical section of F at x. Given a topological space S, we 
denote by C (S) the space of continuous real-valued functions on S endowed 
with the topology of pointwise convergence; if f €C (S) is bounded, we write 
II f II for the sup-norm of f. 
2.2. A space X is K-analytic (countably determined) if there exists an 
upper-semicontinuous map $ :M —*K(X) from irrationals (from a subset of ir-
rationals) to the family of compact subsets of X such that X= U 4.<$ (t):t 6M}. 
We say,that a subset A of a Banach space E is weakly K-analytic (count-
ably determined) if A has the corresponding property with respect to the we-
ak topology in E. 
•p 
2.3. Let F be a set and let R be the Tychonoff product of the real 
line. Given sn x e R r , let supp(x)=4ye V :x(y)*0}. The ST-product 21(F) 
and the "long c -space" c (P) are defined by the formulas: 
5;(D^x6R P:|supp(x)| £ WQi, 
c 0 ( D = 4.x eR
V: for each G > 0 the set Ay : |x(y)| T £ } is finite}. 
V A T> 
Given an xeR and a A c V w e put 
x | A ( T ) = 4 
i 0 it f4 A. 
2.4. The space of Mercourakis c^(M x A ) . Let M be a separable metrizab-
le space and let A be a set. Mercourakis tMl],[M2] defined the following 
subspace of the Tychonoff product R * (M x A is the set of indices): 
c^CM xA)=4 xeR x : for every compact set CcM and every a > 0 the 
set 4(t, A ) e C * A : | x ( t , A ) | * &'i is finite J 
(in Mercourakis' notation, c^(M xA)=C,(M * . A * ) , where J\? is the one-point 
compactification of A ); notice that if M is a singleton, c ( M x A ) is just 
c oCA). 
3. The theorem of Mercourakis 
3.1. Theorem ([M2],* Theorem 2.5). Let L be a weakly countably determined 
subset of a Banach space E of density x . There exists then a separable met-
rizable space M, a set A of cardinality x and a bounded linear continuous 
injection T:C (L) — ^ c ^ M x A ) . In case L is K-analytic, one can take as M 
the irrationals. 
We shall derive this theorem of Mercourakis from the following proposi-
tion: 
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3.2. Proposition. Let M be a separable metrizable space, let p be a 
a set and let F c M x X ( P ) be a closed subspace such that for every compact 
set C c M and every y e p , the set of real numbers-jx(,y-):(t,x) eF for so-
me t€.C£ is bounded. There exists then a set A with 1A1 = 1 T I and a collec-
tion of continuous linear injections 
(*) Tt:C ( F * ) — > C Q a t ^ x A ) , ||TtH 41, t€M, 
F being the vertical section of F at t, such that the operator 
(**) T(f)(t,90=Tt(f fF
t)(t,A) 
is a bounded linear continuous injection 
(*<«) T:Cp(F)~~ * c ^ ( M * A ) . 
3.3. Remark. If M is a singleton, this proposition is a particular case 
of a result of Gul'ko [Glj that for each closed subspace F of S K F ) there 
is a linear continuous injection of C (F) into c ( A ) . Our proof of Proposi-
tion 3.2 is in fact a repetition of Gul'ko's arguments "uniformly" with res-
pect to tfeM - what emerges from this procedure is just the operator T we are 
looking for. 
4. Proof of Proposition 3.2. The following lemma is a particular case 
of a result of Gul'ko tG2l; it can be proved easily by a standard reasoning 
going back to Gleason, cf. Isbell [I; VII, Th. 19], Kuratowski fK; § 49, IX, 
Th.2j- we give such a simple proof in Sec. 6.2 for the sake of completeness. 
Throughout this section F is a subset of M x _£( P) satisfying the assum-
ptions of Proposition 3.2. 
4.1. Lemma. Let | P | > <--: * There exists an increasing sequence 
rxc r2c ... c T£ c ... c T^ = T with 11? [< 1P1 for t < x and 
H = KJ V for any limit fc •£ X such that for each £ , the set F is inva-
X oc<£ * * ' " ' * 
r iant under the retraction 
(1) r§ ( t ,xHt,x |T | ), 
i.e . /c (F)c F for ^ £ x. > 
Step (I). Given the retractions "C^fc: £ < f ̂  defined in Lemma 4.1 ..let 
(2) F, = afj (F)=4(t,x| 12 ):(t,x)6F|. 
For each section F and each £ *£ x define an operator 
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V c p ( ғ t ) - * c P ( ғ _ * i > 
by the foгmula 
(3) Re^fKt.x)*
1























) Ä TT Cn(Ft+1) 
p P c
ч
/- p |-:7ř p ř + 1 
by the foгmula 
(5) R(f)=<R. (f): £<: ií > . 
4.2. Leraiю. The opeгatoг R defined by (5) has the following pгopeгties: 
( i ) R is a l ineaг continuous inҙection and 
|R(f)(t ,x)| 4 l l f lNF* |i foг_each ( t , x ) є F . p f б C (F), 
( i i ) i f t n ~ > t 0 in M, Ş ^ £ 2 < . . . < ^ > ( t n . x n ) б F a - t h e n foг eveгy 
f єC (F) and Є > 0 t h e _ s e ţ í n : |R.. ( f ) ( t n , x n ) | r Є i is í i n i t e . 
Pгoof of ( i ) . I f f,g&C (F) are d i s t i n c t , consideг the f i г s t oгdinal 7] 
with f ľF + g ľ F « ; since foг eveгy l i m i t oo F̂ . = U F~ , 77 i s non-lim-
Ь <• ß < oC ' 
it, i.e. -*i = Ç +1. Thus f ГF| =g rF, and hence Rc (f)*Rc. (g), by (3) and 
(4). Foгmula (3) yields also the second paгt of (i). 
Pгoof of (ii). Assume on the contгaгy that the set 
I=-ln:|Rç (f)(t ,x )| г б î is infinite. Since C= 4t :n=0,l,.. .5 is compact, 
*п 
the assumptions about F guaгantee that the set F n C x £ ( Г ) is sequentially 










Now, since Г p c Г f , c ľ ć c Г ç , c . . . and supp(x ) c Г, , , i t f o l l -
ows that вlso x | Г c — • x > and theгefore, by continuity of f , 
0=łim 1/2 [ f ( t ,x n ) - f ( t ,xn | Гc ) î =Hm Rť ( f ) ( t n ,x ) - a contгadic-
i n i n i п i n i *n. i *n4
 n i i 
1 
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tion with the definition of I. 
Step (II). We are now in a position to carry out the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.2. by transfinite induction with respect to the cardinality of the set 
r. 
If |"T|= y.0» choose a countable dense subset -t(t ,x ):n € co} of F and 
let 
0 if t + t., 
T(f)(t,^ - } x ,i) - | 
1/i fCt^x^) if t=ti5 
then T:C (F)—>c (M x. &>) is a continuous linear injection, defined "secti-
onwise", as required. 
Let |V |= X > <A and let us assume that for each \ -< x there exists a 
collection of maps 
T£t:Cp(Fi + 1) -*co(*t"S x A ), teM, with l\LtH 41, 
where I Ac| = | T V , |, satisfying the assertions of Proposition 3.2, i.e. 
T^ (f)(t,lA)=Lt(fi^F^+1)(t,^) 
is a linear continuous injection 
We shall combine the maps <T C +: P < T » t e l O using the operator R defined in 
Step (I). * 
Let A = © A c . Define 
TtsCn(Ft)—*" ^ C o ( y V 
by the formula (see (3)) 
T t(f)=<T | tcR | t(f):|<^>, 
and let, for ( t , ^ ) e M < A , fCC (F), 
T(f)(t,A)=Tt(f tF
t)(t,>). 
We shall check that 
T:C p(F)—*c^(MxA), 
so, in particular, 
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Tt:Cp(f
rt)—*cQ(A) for all teM. 
Let C be a compact subset of M and let us assume that fo r some f eC (F) and 
S, > 0 the set 
H= { ( t ^ ) e C K A :|T(f)(t,A)|r e J 
is infinite. Since T ^ Re (f)ec ( M x A J fo r every £ ^ f , each set 
H n ( M x A e ) is finite and therefore one can find a sequence (t , A )€ H n 
n ( C x A / ) , where ^ < ij2<... . Since |j T t c R (f)|| > |T(f)(tR, A R ) | 
^n * TO n *n n 
^ £ and STt . )l £r 1, there exist points (t ,x )£FC , such that 
?nxn n n \n+i 
\R, t (f)(t ,x )| r 8/2, i.e. |R, (f)(t ,x )| > 6 /2. This, however, contra-
*n n *n 
diets the property (ii) established in Lemma 4.2, since the compactness of C 
allows one to assume, passing if necessary to a subsequence, that the sequen-
ce <t ) is convergent. Clea r ly , ilT, If fr | fo r each t€M. 
5. Proof of Mercourakis' Theorem 3.1. Let L be contained in a Banach 
space E; one can assume that E is a closed l inea r span of L, so E is also we-
akly countably determined, cf. tTJ. Denote by Ew the Banach space E equipped 
with the weak topology. Since L is weakly countably determined, there exists 
a closed set HcM.*Ew, where M is a subset of i r ra t i ona l s , such that fo r each 
compact set CcM the in te rsect ion Hn(C<EJ is compact and the p roject ion of 
H onto the second axis is equal to L (one can take as H the graph of a func-
tion $ described in Sec. 2.2); if L is K-analytic, one can take as M the 
i r ra t i ona l s . By a theorem obtained by Gul'ko IGI] and Vasak [Vj, there exists 
a l inea r continuous injection V:EW — c ( V ) , where | V | is equal to the den-
sity of Ew. The map W(t,u)=(t,V(u)) embeds H homeomorphically onto a closed 
subspace F=W(H) of, the product Mxc (?) such that fo r each compact set C in 
M the in te rsect ion F P » ( C K C ( D ) is compact. In pa r t icu la r , F satisfies the 
assertions of Proposition 3.2 and so the required injection into c^(MxA-) 
exists for C (F), and hence fo r C_(H). Now, L being a continuous image of H, 
C (L) embeds into C (H) by a l inea r isometry preserving the pointwise topolo-
gy, and this completes the proof. 
6. Gowments 
6.1. Among various applications of his Theorem 5.1, Mercourakis gave 
some character izations of compact.sets K such that the function space C (K) 
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is K-analytic or countably determined [Ml; Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3J, [M2l. The-
se characterizations are closely related to some characterizations of such 
compacta obtained independently by Sokolov [Sj. The methods used by Sokolov 
(though, essentially, based also on results of Gul'ko) seem different from 
the reasoning of Mercourakis or the approach presented in this note. 
6.2. For completeness sake, we give here a proof of Lemma 4.1. It is 
enough to show that, given an infinite set A c V , there exists a set A w 
in T containing A with | A ^ | = | A | such that F is invariant under the 
retraction (t,x)—*(t,x| A c o ) . Define inductively sets Ac A, C ... with 
I A . ,| = | A : | in the following way: if A . is defined, choose a set A. +. t F 
of cardinality | A • | such that the set -f(t,x| /\. ):(t,x)£ A. , I is dense in 
the set { (t,x|Ai):(t,x)€ F$, then take A . + 1 = U\ supp(x):(t,x) eA^+1 for 
some teM^and finally, put A ^ - \^> A v Let A ^ ^ ^ , where the sets A.. 
have been chosen during the construction. One easily checks that A^, is dense 
in the set 4(t,x| A ):(t,x)e Fi and since the supports supp(x) of points 
xQkoz are in A ^ , , it follows that (t,x|A f 0)€F for every (t,x)€F, the 
set F being closed in M X S L ' C P ) . 
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